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29th July 2021 

Marcus Devenish
Director Social and Affordable Housing Fund
Partnerships 
Department of Communities and Justice
L4, 2 Cavill Ave, ASHFIELD NSW 2131 

Via: CHIMES

Dear Marcus,

Ref:  SVDPH SAHF Annual Performance and Outcomes Report for FY 2020-2021

In accordance with Schedule 18 Sections 6.3 and 6.6 of the SVDPH SAHF Services Agreement and on behalf of 
the Directors and Chief Executive Officer of St Vincent de Paul Housing, I submit the FY 2020-2021 Annual 
Performance and Outcomes Report.

2020/21 has been a busy year for the program with the remaining 6 of the 12 Stages achieving Service 
Readiness for a total of 231 of the full 502 dwellings committed to under the Services Agreement. All first 
Occupancies have been let with the portfolio now in Service Delivery Phase. All this was achieved during the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

Key achievements for the year include:
• Delivery of 6 of 12 Stages for a total of 231 new dwellings
• Achieved First Occupancy lettings for all dwellings
• Tenant Satisfaction Survey with high satisfaction results with all KPI’s achieved
• Transition to Service Delivery Phase

In addition to completing the tasks of delivering and tenanting essentially half of the portfolio 2020/21 has 
been a year of learning, bedding down systems and procedures and improvement. We would like to 
acknowledge the collaborative assistance of DCJ and in particular its contract representatives throughout this 
challenging and yet rewarding year as we together provided homes and a brighter future to 231 new 
households.

Looking ahead, we see 2021/22 as a year of consolidation and constant improvement as we focus on efficient 
and effective service delivery with a focus on developing tenant harmony and engagement as they settle into 
their new communities. In tandem with that will be a focus on improvement and efficiency in all aspects of 
service delivery.

We trust the information provided is sufficient for your requirements and would be pleased to provide any 
clarification or further information you may require.

Yours faithfully,

Arthur Chapman
SVDPH SAHF Contract Representative

St Vincent de Paul Housing

ABN: 41 158 167 483

Charles O’Neill State Support Office
2C West Street

Lewisham NSW 2049
PO Box 5

Petersham NSW 2049

Telephone: (02) 9568 0298
Email: svdphousing@vinnies.org.au

Every day in NSW the Society helps thousands of people through home visitation, hospital visitation, prison visitation, homeless services
for men, women and families, migrant & refugee assistance, support for those living with a mental illness, supported employment services
for people with intellectual and other disabilities, Vinnies Shops, overseas relief, budget counselling and youth programs.



WELCOME HOME

St Vincent de Paul Housing, under a 

services agreement with the State 

Government of New South Wales, 

Department of Communities and Justice 

(DCJ) have developed, built and delivered 

502 new Social and Affordable Housing 

homes within 12 sites across Sydney 

metropolitan and regional NSW as part of the 

Social and Affordable Housing Fund (SAHF).

SAHF homes are new dwellings, built to the 

latest standards of design, safety and 

accessibility. This innovative scheme connects 

SAHF residents to a range of wrap around 

support services designed to empower 

people to improve their lives and achieve 

greater security and independence.

The St Vincent de Paul Society and its 

Conference members have provided support 

to people in need in Australia for over 140 

years. Working collectively with St Vincent de 

Paul Housing and the Societies national 

community housing provider, Amélie 

Housing we are ensuring the highest quality 

service delivery and positive outcomes for 

SAHF Tenants by building hope through 

housing.
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Chairman’s Message

As we publish this report, our Communities have 

once again moved to high alert under the 

resurgence of the COVID-19 pandemic. We are 

yet to truly understand the impact this completely 

unexpected life event has forced on us, our 

organisation or the communities we live in. One 

clear lesson that COVID continues to teach us is 

that things are constantly changing and if we are 

to survive and indeed flourish we must be flexible 

and continue to adapt as well.

It is in this environment that the Board of St 

Vincent de Paul Housing commends the 

submission of this Annual Performance and 

Outcomes Report for 2021. In spite of the 

challenges and pressures the pandemic has 

placed on all of us over the past 12-18 months it 

has been a highly productive year for SVDPH and 

the SAHF program. 

Across that time we have delivered the final six 

Stages of the portfolio providing new homes and 

hope to a further 231 households bringing our 

total family to 502 households. Never has this 

mission been so important as in the current 

pandemic. 

On behalf of the Board of SVDPH and the Trustees 

of the Society in NSW, I would like to acknowledge 

the hard work of the members of the delivery team 

including Amélie Housing, St Vincent de Paul NSW, 

our Conference members and volunteers, our 

financier the Arch Diocese Fund of Queensland, the 

Department of Communities and Justice and the 

State Government of NSW for together realising this 

opportunity.

The 502 families we are together providing a 

helping hand too is so important but it is a drop in 

the already over-flowing bucket of need that the 

pandemic continues to bring. 

Together we must continue to build on this great 

start and strive to do more.

DENIS WALSH

Chair
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From the CEO 

In spite of the challenges the COVID-19 pandemic 

has brought to all of us, 2021 has been a highly 

productive and I believe, successful year for the 

SVDPH SAHF program. We have delivered on our 

major goals and contractual milestones for the year 

achieving Service Readiness on the final 6 of our 12 

stages. In doing so we made the transition from the 

completion of the Delivery Phase to the beginning 

of the 25-year Service Delivery Phase.

It is with pride that I recognise the effort that has 

resulted in us achieving our initial goal of providing 

new homes and hope to 502 households across 

greater Sydney and regional NSW. However, we 

know that the task has barely begun and there are 

now many areas for refinement and improvement 

as we set about the task of providing the best 

environment, service and helping hand to our 

tenants and their families. 

Key areas of focus for the coming year include:

 Assisting our tenants to settle into their new 

homes and neighbourhoods

 Supporting their connection with the services 

and supports they need to flourish

 Support for development of our skills and 

expertise

 Continued system and procedural improvement

 Striving to do better in all aspects of our service 

delivery and commitment to our tenants and 

stakeholders

I acknowledge the understanding and flexibility of 

our financier, the Arch Diocese Fund of 

Queensland and our client partner, the 

Department of Communities and Justice who 

have offered patience and support across the 

past year.

On behalf of  the SAHF delivery team, I 

acknowledge the traditional custodians of the 

land on which we have built these dwellings and I 

am pleased that 13% of our tenants identify as 

being of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander 

peoples.  

I thank my team for a great achievement in 

delivering the SAHF program. I encourage them 

to draw strength from the example of St Vincent 

de Paul who provided housing and support to the 

homeless in Paris in 1643 as they continue the 

work of improving the lives of our tenants in the 

coming year and beyond. 

BRIAN MURNANE

Chief Executive Officer
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The 13 Houses project is a global collaboration of 

the Vincentian Family aiming to improve and 

transform the lives of 10,000 people experiencing 

homelessness and housing need by 2023. 

Inspired by the actions of St Vincent de Paul who 

was assigned the equivalent of one million dollars 

by Louis XIII in 1643. Vincent used the funds to 

build 13 houses for homeless people.

St Vincent de Paul (24 April 1581 – 27 

September 1660), A French Catholic 

priest who dedicated himself to serving 

the poor. . 

Today, Vincentians in 156 countries are working to 

support the goals of the 13 houses initiative, 

providing housing and support services to their 

local communities.

St Vincent de Paul Housing’s 12 stages and 502 

NSW SAHF homes support those in housing need in 

NSW and recognise this work also contributes to 

the Global 13 Homes initiative.

READ MORE: www.famvin.org 
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This community is like a big family..

Alcohol took everything I had, my family, our home..

..I didn’t even notice how lonely I was

..we are lucky

I guess I was pretending it was temporary … (on 
couch surfing & accommodation favours)

..a tent is not a home

I couldn’t believe it, a brand new unit all to myself

There were a lot of sleepless nights before we 
moved, but it was the start of our recovery..

I would be lost without her, we are lucky to have 
made it through together..

Thank you, this saved us..

“

”
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KPI KPI Description Results Comments Incidents

201 Tenant Satisfaction with 
Maintenance Services

67 %
Below current NRSCH 

required threshold
1

202
Tenant Satisfaction with the 

condition of the dwelling 87%
Exceeds current NRSCH 

required threshold
NIL

203

Tenant satisfaction with the overall 
quality of the Tenancy Management 

Services
84%

Exceeds current NRSCH 
required threshold

NIL

204

Tenant Satisfaction with the overall 
quality of the Tailored Support 

Coordination Services
79%

Exceeds current NRSCH 
required threshold

NIL

301

An Annual Transition Readiness 
Assessment has been conducted 

for each tenant

38 Transition Readiness 
Assessments not 

conducted within the 
operating year.

Due to an individual staff 
performance issue, 38 

Annual Transition Readiness 
Assessments were not 

undertaken. Systems have 
been put in place to prevent 

this going forward. 

38

302

An annual Tenant rent and income 
review has been conducted for 

each tenant as a minimum

38 Annual Rent and 
Income Reviews not 

conducted within the 
operating year.

Due to an individual staff 
performance issue, 38 Rent 
Subsidy Reviews were not 
undertaken. Systems have 

been put in place to prevent 
this going forward.

38

306

Employee checks are conducted 
for all employees and volunteers of 
ServiceCo and Subcontractors (who 
are not exempt) providing Tailored 

Support Coordination Services 
prior to being engaged

Completed for all 
employees and 

volunteers

St Vincent de Paul Society 
HR section manages this 
function is a condition of 

employment that all 
employees are appointed 

after advertisement, 
recommendation by 
selection panel, and 

employment and referee 
checks.

NIL

307

All Tailored Support Coordination 
Services employees and volunteers 

of ServiceCo and Subcontractors 
(who are not exempt) have had a 
Working with Children Check that 

is not more than five years old

Completed for all 
employees and 

volunteers

It is a condition of 
employment that all 

employees obtain and 
maintain valid WWCC prior 

to commencement. St 
Vincent de Paul NSW HR 

manage this function.

NIL

308

All Tailored Support Coordination 
Services employees and volunteers of 

ServiceCo and Subcontractors (who are 
not exempt) have had a National Police 
Check that is not more than four years 

old

Completed for all 
employees and 

volunteers

It is a condition of 
employment that all TSC 
employees, volunteers 

and subcontractors obtain 
and maintain a National 

Police Check prior to 
commencement. St 

Vincent de Paul Society HR 
section manages this 

function. 

NIL

402
ServiceCo provides an accurately 
completed Annual Performance 

Report on time

Completed and 
submitted on time

NIL NIL

SAHF KPI’s and Performance Incidents

Table 1: KPI’s and Performance Incidents
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KPI KPI Description Results Comments Incidents

402

ServiceCo provides 
an accurately 

completed Annual 
Performance Report 

on time

Completed and 
submitted on time

NIL NIL

404

ServiceCo provides 
and accurately 

completed Annual 
Data Report on time

Completed and 
submitted on time.

NIL NIL

405

ServiceCo provides 
an accurately 

completed Annual 
Outcomes Report on 

time

Completed and 
submitted on time.

NIL NIL

Table 1 continued – KPI’s and Performance Incidents



QTR 1 QTR 2 QTR 3 QTR 4

C021100244032 H0105G0244195 J011010944227 S01007010144319

C021102544032 H0105G0644195 J011011044227 S01007020144293

C021103744032 H010511444195 J011020144227 S01007022144302

C021106244026 H010511644195 J011020244227 S01007030144316

C021100244032 H010511744195 J011030544227 S01007040144305

C021102544032 H010511844195 J011031044227

C021103744032 D020500044195 J0110G0244227

C021106244026 B010600144195 W027010344227

C021100244032 B010600344195 W0270G0444227

C021102544032 B010601544195 W010500244227

C021103744032 W010500144195 W010500344227

C021106244026 W010501644195 W010500544227

C021100244032 W010501944195 W010500644227

C021102544032 G01G0144195 W010500944227

C021103744032 J011010244195 W010501044227

C021106244026 J011010644195 W010501144227

C021100244032 J011010744195 W010501244227

C021102544032 J011020444195 S010031144227

C021103744032 J011020544195 S010031344227

C021106244026 J011020644195 S010031444227

C021100244032 J011020944195 S010031544227

C021102544032 J011030144195 S010031644227

C021103744032 J011030344195 S010031744227

C021106244026 J011030444195 S010031844227

C021100244032 J011030744195 S010032044227

W010000244104 J011030944195 S010040244227

W010000344104 J011040244195 S010040344227

W010000544104 J011040444195 S010040444227

W010000644104 W027LG0144195 S010040644227

W010000944104 W027LG0244195 S010040844227

W010001044104 W0270G0344195 S010041044227

W010001144104 W027010144195 S0100G0344227

W010001244104 W027010244195 S0100G0444227

W010001644104 W027010344195 S0100G0644227

W010001944104 W027010444195 S0100G0744227

G01G0144104 W027010144196 S0100G0844227

Consolidated summary & reconciliation of each Quarterly Performance Reports, 
Year End 30 June 2021

Table 2 – Consolidated Quarterly Performance

Service Provision
KPI 101 Tenancy Target Turnaround Times
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QTR 1 QTR 2 QTR 3 QTR 4

J0111G0244104 W027010244196 S0100G1144227

J011110144104 W027010444196 S0100G1344227

J011110244104 W027010544195 S0100G1444227

J011110344104 W027020144195 S0100G1544227

J011110444104 W027020244195 S0100G1644227

J011110544104 W027020344195 S0100G1744227

J011110644104 W027020444195 S0100G1844227

J011110744104 W027020544195 S0100G1944227

J011110844104 W027030244195 S0100G2044227

J011110944104 W027030344195 S0100G2144227

J011111044104 W027030444195 S010010744227

J011120144104 S010012044227

J011120244104 S010020244227

J011120444104 S010020744227

J011120544104 S010020844227

J011120644104 S010021244227

J011120744090 S010021344227

J011120844104 S010021744227

J011120944104 S010021844227

J011121044104 S010030344227

J011130144104 S010031244227

J011130244104 S010031944227

J011130344104 S010032144227

J011130444104 S010040544227

J011130544104 S010040744227

J011130644104 S010040944227

J011130744104 S0100G0144227

J011130844104

J011130944088

J011131044104

J011140144104

J011140244104

J011140344104

J011140444104

W0275G0144104

W0275G0244104

W0275GO144104

W0275G0344104

W0275G0444104

W0275G0544104

W027510144104

W027510244104

W027510344104

W027510444104

W027310144104

W027310244104
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Service Provision
KPI 101 Tenancy Target Turnaround Times - continued



QTR 1 QTR 2 QTR 3 QTR 4

W027310344103

W027310444032

W027310544032

W027320144032

W027320244032

W027320344104

W027320444104

W027320544104

W027330144104

W027330244104

W027330344104

W027330444104

H0104G0144104

H0104G0244104

H0104G0344104

H0104G0444104

H0104G0644104

H0104G0544104

H010411144104

H010411244104

H010411344104

H010411444104

H010411644104

H010411744104

H010411844104

D020100044104

D020100044053

D020100044047

D020000044104

H022000244104

H022000344104

H022000444104

H022000544104

H022000644104

H022000744104

H022000844104

H022000944104

H022001044104

H022001144104

H022001244104

H022001344104

H022001544104

H022001644104
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Service Provision
KPI 101 Tenancy Target Turnaround Times - continued



QTR 1 QTR 2 QTR 3 QTR 4

W010002244102 B010602344195 G01G0144227 J01116010144377

B010602544195 J011010744227 J01116031044377

J011010344195 J011031544227 J01116010544377

H022001144195 W027011344227

H010511644196 W027020244227

H022001344195 D010820244227

W010501944196 D010830744227

B010603144195 S0101G0444227

J011020344195 S0100G1244227

J011020744195 S0101G1644227

J011020944196 J011031144227

J011030244195 J011011144227

J011030644195 J011011544227

H022000444195 S0101G1844227

J011040244196

B010600844195

B010601144195

Service Activity Compliance
KPI 303 Tenancy Needs Assessment

Service Provision 
KPI 304 Tenant Support Services Plan

QTR 1 QTR 2 QTR 3 QTR 4

C021100244032 B010602544196 Nil Nil 

C021102544032

C021103744032

C021106244026

Tab
le 2
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C
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u
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QTR 1 QTR 2 QTR 3 QTR 4

Nil Nil Nil Nil 

KPI 305 Tenant Needs Re-assessment

QTR 1 QTR 2 QTR 3 QTR 4

Nil Nil Nil Nil 

KPI 309 End of Tenancy Report

QTR 1 QTR 2 QTR 3 QTR 4

SCA-04415 Nil Nil Nil 

Service Reporting Compliance 
KPI 401 Quarterly Performance Report

QTR 1 QTR 2 QTR 3 QTR 4

SCA-04416 Nil Nil Nil 

KPI 403 Quarterly Data Report



Repeat Performance Incidents
Unique Incident #
Date of Incident

Commentary

In two consecutive Operating Years any two 
or more Service Quality Performance 

Incidents in each Operating Year
Nil Nil

In two consecutive Operating Years any 
Quarterly Reporting Compliance Failures in 

Three consecutive Operating Quarters
Nil Nil

In two consecutive Operating Years the same 
Annual Reporting Compliance failure on two 

occasions 
Nil Nil

In two consecutive Operating Year the same 
Annual Service Activity Compliance Failure 

on two occasions
Nil Nil

In two consecutive Operating Years the same 
Quarterly Service Activity Reporting 

Compliance Failure on Three occasions 
Nil Nil

In three Consecutive Operating Quarters a 
Service Reporting Failure of KPI 403 

(Quarterly Data Report)
Nil Nil

Table 3 – Performance Incidents over 
successive operating years



4.2 Sites surveyed

4.1 Tenant Satisfaction Survey Summary

The Community Housing Industry Association NSW (CHIA NSW) were 
engaged to facilitate implementation, analysis and reporting for the SAHF 
Annual Tenant Satisfaction Survey

461 SAHF Tenants from the 11 completed stages were invited to participate in 

the SAHF Annual Tenant Survey (online or post)

• 296 valid responses received by CHIA NSW 

• 124 online and 172 via post

Above average survey response rate - 64% of tenants responded, well above 
industry average and NRSCH threshold (25%), ensuring accurate reflection of 
Tenant views 

3 of the 4 Service Quality KPIs exceeded benchmark, providing a net score 
exceeding the overall benchmark

Overall tenant satisfaction with maintenance services fell below the 
benchmark at 68% and now subject to a revised strategy to ensure the 
benchmark is met and exceeded in 2022

Stage 1 - Macleay Street, Dubbo (21)

Stage 2 - White Street, Lilyfield (22)

Stage 3 - Smarts Crescent, Burraneer (36)

Stage 4 - Centenary Road, Merrylands (78)

Stage 5 - Doonmore Street, Penrith (68)

Stage 6 - Waratah Street, Katoomba (26)

Stage 7 - Olive Street, Albury (Dempsey Place) (38)

Stage 8 - Hovell Street, South Albury (18)

Stage 9 - Lakeside Parade, Jordan Springs (36)

Stage 10 - Chamberlain Street, Campbelltown (48)

Stage 11 - High Street, Maitland (17)



4.3 Survey Information

CHIA NSW received a total of 296 valid questionnaires of which 124 were online responses 

and 172 were postal. This gives an overall response rate of 64%, which is comfortably above 

the NRSCH threshold (25%) and CHIA NSW’s industry average of 35%.

The headline achievement of the 2021 Tenant survey is high levels of satisfaction with most 

areas of their housing service. 

• SVDPH exceeded 3 of the 4 service quality thresholds (set at 75%); satisfaction with 

Tenancy Management being 13% points above target, and Condition of Home being 12% 

points above target and satisfaction with Tailored Support Coordination Services, 4% 

points above target. Importantly, this provided an overall satisfaction with Service Quality 

in excess of the benchmark.

• Personal well-being was high among Amélie Housing’s tenants, with all Personal 

Wellbeing Index (PWI) indicators above the CHIA NSW benchmark.

• When compared to the CHIA NSW’s benchmark indicator set, performance shows seven 

indicators meeting or exceeding the benchmark and ten indicators below the benchmark. 

• SVDPH and Amélie Housing will apply the learnings from the survey to continue to 

develop and improve its service offering with the goal of exceeding all benchmarks 

and improving on its scores where it already does.

The headline 
achievement 
of the 2021 
tenant survey 
is high levels 
of satisfaction



4.4 KPI Results 

SVDPH has achieved three of the four service quality KPIs, including satisfaction with 

• Condition of Dwelling (87%)

• overall quality of Tenancy Management Services (84%) 

• overall quality of Tailored Support Coordination (79%). 

Satisfaction with Repairs and Maintenance is 8% points below the Service Quality KPI at 67 %. 

Service Quality KPI Result

201 Tenant Satisfaction with maintenance service 67%

202 Tenant Satisfaction with Condition of Dwelling 87%

203 Tenant satisfaction with overall quality of  Tenancy Management 
Services

84%

204 Tenant Satisfaction with the overall quality of the Tailored Support 
Coordination Services

79%

Table 3 – Annual Tenant Survey KPI Results

4.5 201 Satisfaction with Maintenance Services 

SVDPH fell below the Service Quality KPI for 
Tenant Satisfaction with Maintenance Services 
achieving 68% overall satisfaction amongst 
Tenants. 

• Sites at Albury, Jordan Springs and 
Merrylands achieved reasonable levels 
of satisfaction.

• Lilyfield and Maitland comfortably 
exceeded the Service Quality KPI.

• Burraneer, Campbelltown, Dubbo, 
Katoomba, and Penrith all achieved less 
than desired results for satisfaction with 
Maintenance Services.

• The departure of a key staff member; 
installation of a new Asset Maintenance 
team and maintenance systems during 
the 3 months leading up to and across 
the survey period has contributed 
towards a below achievement result.

Table 4 – Satisfaction with Maintenance Services

Location 
Maintenance Satisfaction 

Score

Albury 71%

Burraneer 68%

Campbelltown 52%

Dubbo 68%

Jordan Springs 77%

Katoomba 69%

Lilyfield 94%

Maitland 83%

Merrylands 71%

Penrith 59%

• The defect liability period for 5 of the 11 sites coincided with survey timing and may have 
contributed to the result.

• Commencement of the new Maintenance Coordinator, incorporation of survey feedback and 
improvements to maintenance service procedures have been implemented to ensure 
benchmarks for satisfaction with Maintenance Services are achieved and exceeded.



4.6 202 Satisfaction with Condition of Dwelling

SVDPH achieved above the Service Quality KPI for 
Satisfaction with Condition of Dwelling achieving 
87% overall satisfaction amongst those who 
responded to the SAHF Annual Tenant 
Satisfaction Survey.

Table 5 – Satisfaction with Condition of Dwelling x location

Location 
Condition of Dwelling 

satisfaction score

Albury 97%

Burraneer 100%

Campbelltown 57%

Dubbo 100%

Jordan Springs 86%

Katoomba 95%

Lilyfield 100%

Maitland 100%

Merrylands 90%

Penrith 82%

• With the exception of Campbelltown, all 
SAHF locations achieved above the Service 
Quality KPI for overall Satisfaction with 
Condition of Dwelling with a combined result 
of 94% (excluding Campbelltown).

• Campbelltown scored significantly below the 
Service Quality KPI, due to tenant misuse of 
the garbage chute system, unauthorised pet 
waste and damage to the entry doors.

• The Tenancy Management team have been 
working closely with Campbelltown Tenants 
to improve management of waste removal 
and mess caused by unauthorised animals 
residing at the premises. With targeted 
strategies implemented, it is envisaged that 
satisfaction will improve significantly. 

SVDPH achieved above the Service Quality KPI for 
Satisfaction with Tenancy Management Services 
achieving 84% overall satisfaction amongst 
Tenants who responded to the SAHF Annual 
Tenant Satisfaction Survey.

4.7 203 Satisfaction with overall quality of Tenancy 
Management Services
Table 6 – Satisfaction with quality of Tenancy Management Services x location 

Location 
Tenancy Management Services 

satisfaction score

Albury 72%

Burraneer 88%

Campbelltown 78%

Dubbo 96%

Jordan Springs 93%

Katoomba 85%

Lilyfield 88%

Maitland 83%

Merrylands 88%

Penrith 79%

• With the exception of Albury, all SAHF 
locations achieved above the Service 
Quality KPI for overall satisfaction with 
Tenancy Management Services with a 
combined result of 86% (excluding 
Albury).

• Management of the Albury properties is 
now delivered directly by Amélie Housing 
personnel and the Tenancy Management 
team have implemented a range of 
strategies to address complex tenancy 
issues mainly at the Dempsey Place site. 
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4.8 204 Satisfaction with overall quality of Tailored 
Support Coordination Services

SVDPH achieved above the Service Quality KPI for Satisfaction with Overall Quality of Tailored Support 
Coordination Services achieving 78% overall satisfaction amongst Tenants who responded to the SAHF 
Annual Tenant Satisfaction Survey.

Table 7 – Satisfaction with overall quality of Tailored Support Coordination Services

Location 
Tailored Support Coordination 

satisfaction score

Albury 76%

Burraneer 83%

Campbelltown 71%

Dubbo 96%

Jordan Springs 82%

Katoomba 83%

Lilyfield 92%

Maitland 67%

Merrylands 89%

Penrith 59%

• With the exception of Campbelltown, Maitland 
and Penrith, all SAHF locations achieved above 
the Service Quality KPI for satisfaction that 
support plans are tailored to meet needs, with 
a combined result of 78%.

• Penrith achieved significantly below the Service 
Quality KPI. Feedback from tenants who took 
the survey included confusion relating to the 
Support Plan questions, notably that St Vincent 
de Paul and Tailored Support Coordinators 
were not clearly identified as the service 
provider. Better planning of survey layout and 
branding will hopefully result in more accurate 
results.

• The Tailored Support team have been working 
closely with Tenants at all sites to ensure they 
are aware of their support plan, how it is 
tailored to meet individual need and reviewed 
frequently.
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4.9 Further analysis
Graph 1 - Satisfaction with services provided by SVDPH
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• 88% of respondents identified they were satisfied with the services provided by Amélie Housing 
• Of the 10 SAHF areas surveyed, 9 recorded 84% or higher overall satisfaction with Amélie Housing 

Campbelltown was the only area that scored below 84% (72%) 
• The Embedded Electricity and Gas Network rebate availability issue (since resolved) and ongoing 

tenancy management issues (since resolved) that occurred at Campbelltown may have influenced a 
lower result 

• Targeted block regeneration strategies have been implemented to improve our services to the 
Residents at the Campbelltown site

Graph 2 - Satisfaction with rights as a Tenant upheld
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• 86% of respondents identified that they felt their rights as a tenant were upheld by the services 
provided by SVDPH

• 9 of the 10 SAHF locations surveyed recorded 80% and above
• Penrith (78%) fell slightly below 80% 24



4.10 Proposed strategies to improve Tenant 
Satisfaction

The 2021 SVDPH SAHF Annual Tenant 

Satisfaction Survey has highlighted areas 

where SAHF Tenants are satisfied with 

services being delivered within the 

Services Package. The 2021 SAHF Annual 

Tenant Satisfaction Survey also identified 

areas where Tenants believe SVDPH can 

improve its services and better meet 

Tenant’s needs, goals, and aspirations.

The implementation of the SAHF Strategic 

Asset Management Plan will ensure greater 

responsiveness to maintenance requests, 

greater capacity to undertake disability 

modifications within a reasonable timeframe 

and improve systems for tenants to 

communicate with Asset Management team 

personnel about their maintenance needs.

The Tenancy Management team remain 

focussed on improving core housing 

management processes including complaints 

management, routine inspections, arrears 

management, anti-social behaviour 

management and tenant mediation 

processes. 

The Tenancy Management team have recently 

developed a Memorandum of Understanding 

with NSW Police to ensure information 

regarding potential illegal activity can be  

accessed to manage significant incidents of 

anti-social behaviour and illegal activity.

The Tailored Support team continue to ensure 

all tenants are supported throughout their 

tenancy and linked into appropriate services. 

A key priority for the coming year is the 

development of Tenant engagement 

programs to ensure active involvement with 

community events. 

Tenant engagement forums are underway 

and at properties where a community room 

exists, frequent events are being held in 

conjunction with local agencies, Vinnies 

Conferences, and external stakeholders. 

COVID-19 restrictions permitting, the Tailored 

Support team will continue to ensure Tenant 

Needs Assessments are completed face-to-

face, and Support Plans are reviewed on a 

monthly basis.



4.10.1 Dubbo (DFSR, 26 September 2018)

Amélie Housing manages the delivery of Tenancy Management services in Dubbo through a 
partner organisation, Parkes Forbes Community Housing (PFCH). PFCH have achieved 
excellent results in the Annual Tenant Satisfaction Survey with a rating of 100% Tenant 
Satisfaction for several areas of the survey. 

The Residents at the Dubbo site continue to report high levels of satisfaction with the services 
delivered by SVDPH including the Condition of Dwelling, Tailored Support Coordination and 
Tenancy Management services. There is a strong sense of community amongst the Residents 
at Dubbo.

Survey Area Results Comment

Highlights

Satisfaction that the Support Plan is 
tailored to meet Tenant’s needs

96%

The dedicated Tailored Support 
Coordinator for Dubbo travels to Dubbo 
frequently throughout the year to ensure 
support services meet the diverse needs of 
tenants.

I feel safe and secure in my home 100%

In consultation with PFCH, SVDPH will 
continue to ensure sensitive allocations of 
vacant properties and will manage anti-
social behaviour swiftly and in line with the 
Residential Tenancies Act NSW 2010.

Areas for improvement 

Know how to appeal a decision made by 
Amélie Housing

43%

SVDPH will ensure greater information 
about appeals processes are accessible to 
tenants. SVDPH will increase information 
on appeals in correspondence to tenants 
and will communicate the appeals process 
as per internal policy. SVDPH will also 
ensure that PFCH discuss this process with 
tenants during tenant block meetings.

Know how to make a complaint with 
Amélie Housing

71%

SVDPH will work with PFCH to ensure 
tenants can raise complaints in line with 
internal policies and sector expectations. 

Table 7 – Annual Tenant Satisfaction Survey – Dubbo 
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Albury portfolio has gone through significant change throughout the operating year.

Following the achievement of full occupancy at both sites, the Tenancy Management team and 
the Tailored Support Coordination team have worked hard to improve the social dynamics of 
the two SAHF sites in Albury to ensure all tenants feel safe and supported in their homes.

Targeted allocations, tenancy management and Tailored Support Coordination strategies 
have contributed towards positive change. A key program priority for the upcoming operating 
year is to increase tenant access to community activities and programs. 

The Tenancy Management team have recently established a positive relationship with local 
police via a Memorandum Of Understanding that allows SVDPH to exchange information with 
the police for matters relating to SAHF properties.

Survey Area Results Comment

Highlights

Access to education and training facilities 
meet the needs of Tenants

82%

The onsite community centre at Dempsey Place 
provides Tenants with a space to access 
computers and other resources to search for 
employment and education opportunities. The 
community space has the potential to host 
education and training courses for Tenants in the 
future.

Access to community and support services 
meets the needs of Tenants

85%

Having a dedicated Tailored Support 
Coordinator from the local area has allowed 
SVDPH to tap into local support services networks 
and ensure Tenants are linked with services that 
appropriately meet Tenant’s needs, goals and 
aspirations.

Areas for improvement 

Safety outside the home meets needs 61%

SVPDH will continue to focus on improving the 
social dynamics of the Albury sites. The recently 
established Memorandum of Understanding with 
NSW Police will assist SVDPH address illegal 
activity and manage issues that may be 
contributing towards tenants feeling unsafe. 
SVDPH will also continue to focus on complaints 
management and addressing anti-social 
behaviour within the Residential Tenancies Act 
(NSW 2010).

Satisfaction with quality of Tenancy 
Management Services

71%

Albury scored below the Service Quality KPI for 
Tenant satisfaction with Tenancy Management 
services. There have been several significant 
tenancy related issues that have occurred within 
the operating year which may have influenced 
this result. The Tenancy Management team will 
continue to focus on improving the services that 
are provided to Tenants through increased 
responsiveness to Tenant complaints and 
feedback and greater communication to Tenants 
regarding decisions that impact them.

Table 8 – Annual Tenant Satisfaction Survey – Albury 

4.10.2 Albury (Dempsey Place DFSR, 3 December 2018 | Hovell Street DFSR, 
26 February 2020)
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The SVDPH site at Penrith was one of the first SAHF sites to begin operation within the SVDPH 
portfolio. The Penrith site has experienced significant changes throughout the operating year 
in relation to Tailored Support Coordination and Tenancy Management services. 

In response to Tenant feedback, the Tenancy Management team and Tailored Support 
Coordination teams have prioritised targeted strategies to improve communication with 
Tenants and actively mitigate and resolve anti-social behaviour. 

Regular Tenant meetings that seek feedback and advice from tenants will be a continued focus 
in the next operating year. The Tailored Support Coordination Team will also focus on 
engaging tenants in group activities at the site to promote a positive community environment. 
Issues regarding the use of the parking area should be alleviated by the introduction of a 
database to manage use of this area.

Survey Area Results Comment

Highlights

Satisfied with the quality of repair at your 
home

79%

Tenants at Penrith reported high levels of 
satisfaction with the quality of repair services. The 
implementation of a new Strategic Asset 
Management Plan and new Asset team members 
within Amélie Housing will ensure greater 
responsiveness to maintenance requests and a 
higher quality of repairs at SAHF properties. 

Satisfaction with your neighbourhood as a 
place to live

82%
The SVDPH site at Penrith is within close 
proximity to schools, shops, parks and medical 
services. 

Areas for improvement 

Satisfaction that Amélie Housing listens and 
acts on Tenant views

67%

SVDPH will utilise this feedback to incorporate 
Tenants views and feedback in decisions that 
impact them. Increased Regular Tenant 
engagement meetings will provide Tenants with 
a platform to voice their views on how services 
should be delivered to them. Amélie Housing has 
also set up an electronic feedback portal on its 
website where Tenants can raise a complaint or 
provide feedback on the service.

Satisfaction that Tenants can influence 
Amélie Housing’s decisions

57%

SVDPH will focus on promoting tenant feedback 
and will provide tenants with a range of platforms 
for Tenants to voice their views including via the 
Amélie Housing website, during routine 
inspections and Tenant engagement meetings.

Table 9 – Annual Tenant Satisfaction Survey – Penrith 

4.10.3 Penrith (DFSR, 30 November 2018)
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The Tenancy Management and Tailored Support Coordination teams have implemented a range 
of strategies at Campbelltown to increase service satisfaction, reduce complaints and prevent 
anti-social behaviour. These strategies focus on increased responsiveness to Tenant complaints 
and feedback, regular block meetings, improved maintenance processes and a stronger 
relationship with local police to prevent and manage illegal activity occurring at the site. 

The embedded utilities network rebate availability issue has recently been resolved. As a result, 
SVDPH has received fewer complaints from tenants and noted greater tenant engagement. 

The site continues to have high rent arrears, which are expected to decrease with the 
implementation of  robust arrears management processes. This is supported by increased 
capacity within the Tenancy Management team now the program has fully transitioned to the 
Service Delivery Phase.

Survey Area Results Comment

Highlights

Life has improved since moving into an Amélie 
Housing property 74%

This is an encouraging result despite some of the 
challenges experienced at Campbelltown during 
the Operating Year. SVDPH looks forward to 
continuing to improve in this area.

Satisfaction with communication with Amélie 
Housing 78%

A key focus of the last 6 months has been improving 
communication with Tenants. Amélie Housing has 
implemented a range of strategies including 
general letter correspondence to Tenants with 
program updates, regular Tenant engagement 
meetings and acknowledgement notifications upon 
the receipt of a complaint.

Areas for improvement 

Satisfaction with services provided by Amélie 
Housing

72% This was the lowest score of all SAHF sites for this 
indicator. Campbelltown is one of SVDPH older 
sites and service delivery has improved 
significantly since the program commenced. 
SVDPH continue to implement service 
improvement strategies.

Safety and security in the home meets 
Tenant needs

73% This was the lowest score of all SAHF sites for this 
indicator. An issue with site access codes being 
compromised may have influenced this result. 
SVDPH have rectified this issue and complaints 
have decreased. SVDPH has recently engaged in 
a Memorandum of Understanding with the local 
police. This proactive initiative should contribute 
towards Tenants feeling safe and secure in their 
homes. 

Table 10 – Annual Tenant Satisfaction Survey – Campbelltown

4.10.4 Campbelltown (DFSR, 28 August 2019)
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The SVDPH site at Merrylands is one of the larger sites within the SVDPH SAHF portfolio. 
Consisting of both Social and Affordable Housing Tenants, this site is home to Tenants from 
culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. The Tenants at Merrylands reported consistently 
high levels of satisfaction with the services provided by SVDPH via the SAHF Annual Tenant 
Satisfaction Survey. There were no significant tenancy issues that occurred during the operating 
year and the site remains one of the more settled SVDPH SAHF sites. 

A key priority for the next operating will be to improve community engagement activities and 
promote site-based group activities to create greater connections amongst Tenants. SVDPH will 
also aim to establish relationships with Multicultural Services within the local community to ensure 
the services provided to Tenants are tailored to meet their needs and are culturally appropriate.

Survey Area Results Comment

Highlights

Satisfaction with condition of home 90%

The Merrylands site consists of high-quality 
dwellings with excellent communal areas 
including grass and a child’s play area, perfect for 
small families and Tenant’s wishing to entertain 
guests without disturbing others.

Access to public transport meets tenant need 100%
The Merrylands site is located within close 
proximity of public transport and other essential 
services.

Areas for improvement 

Satisfied with periodic review of support 
plans

74% The COVID-19 pandemic impacted on SVDPH’s 
capacity to undertake face-to-face assessments 
with Tenants. SVDPH will focus on improving this 
in the next Operating year.

Satisfaction with repairs and maintenance 
services 

71% The implementation of a new Strategic Asset 
Maintenance Plan and new Asset team members 
will ensure and higher quality service is delivered 
to Tenants.

Table 11 – Annual Tenant Satisfaction Survey – Merrylands

4.10.5 Merrylands (DFSR, 26 February 2020)
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The SVDPH site at Lilyfield achieved Service Readiness during the Operating Year. This site 
consists of 22 x Affordable Housing Tenancies. Due to the strong impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic on the inner-city rental market, the Tenancy Management team experienced challenges 
attracting applicants with the eligible annual income as per the NSW Ministerial Guidelines for 
Affordable Housing. This resulted in some dwellings remaining vacant for an extended period. 

The first COVID-19 outbreak had a significant impact on Sydney’s inner-city rental market and 
initial tenanting of this site was challenging. The achievement of 100% occupancy at the Lilyfield 
site was a significant milestone. 

There have been no notable Tenancy Management issues. Tenants appear satisfied with the 
services being delivered via Tailored Support Coordination and Tenancy Management. 

A key priority for Lilyfield for the next Operating Year is to increase Tenant community 
engagement and monitor and liaise with tenants should any experience changes in their financial 
situation due to ongoing COVID-19 Restrictions. 

Survey Area Results Comment

Highlights

Life has improved since living in an Amélie 
Housing property 81%

The properties at Lilyfield provide Tenants with 
the opportunity to afford housing in an area that 
typically has high market rents. The properties 
are designed to a high standard and there is a 
communal BBQ area where the two buildings 
meet.

Satisfaction that support plan is tailored to meet 
Tenant need 92%

Affordable Housing Tenants generally have lower 
support needs than Social Housing Tenants. The 
Tailored Support Coordinator has worked hard to 
promote the value of engaging in a support plan 
and assessing services that might meet the needs 
of Affordable Housing Tenants.

Areas for improvement 

Privacy of the home meets tenant need 75%

Tenants have reported experiencing 
disturbances that may have arisen due to the 
proximity of a Public Housing property and 
adjacent public lane way. SVDPH is monitoring 
the situation and will inform the property 
managers or local authorities where appropriate.

Know how to appeal a decision made by 
Amélie Housing

44%

SVDPH will ensure increased information is 
passed onto tenants regarding appeals 
processes. SVDPH will also Increase its focus on 
providing tenants with information and referrals 
to Tenants Advocacy services as required to assist 
with appeals processes.

Table 12 – Annual Tenant Satisfaction Survey – Lilyfield

4.10.6 Lilyfield (DFSR, 15 July 2020)
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The SVDPH site at Burraneer achieved Service Readiness with the Operating Year. The 
implementation of robust allocations processes and collaboration with local services together 
with the integration of returning tenants from the previous St Vincent de Paul housing 
development on the site has ensured compliant and sensitive tenant allocations. These strategies 
have resulted in high levels of Tenant Satisfaction and a strong sense of community within the site. 

The Tailored Support Coordination team have excelled linking tenants to appropriate support 
services and encouraging Tenants to engage with each other routinely in the community space 
located at the site. 

SVPDH will continue to prioritise community engagement strategies at Burraneer and will focus on 
ensuring effective Tenancy Management services to maintain low rates of complaints and tenant 
rent arrears.

Survey Area Results Comment

Highlights

Satisfaction of the condition of home 100%

The dwellings at Burraneer are exceptionally 
designed to embrace their coastal location. With 
a short walk to the water and boasting stunning 
views of Burraneer Bay, this site is an excellent 
location for People over the age of 55. SVDPH 
have worked closely with the local community 
and Vinnies Conference to ensure the seamless 
integration of these dwellings into the local 
community. Residents from the street have joined 
the Burraneer Tenants at recent social events at 
the site.

Life has improved since living in an Amélie 
Housing home 91%

SVDPH has housed many vulnerable people over 
the age of 55 and people living with disabilities at 
our site at Burraneer

Areas for improvement 

Satisfied with how a complaint was dealt with 58%

During the operating year, SVDPH received 
several complaints regarding parking issues at 
the site. Changes were made to parking 
allocations which may have resulted in some 
tenants being dissatisfied with how these 
complaints were dealt with. SVPDH has not 
experienced any recent significant complaints 
and envisages this result improving significantly 
in the next Operating Year..

Access to public transport 57%

SVDPH will continue to work closely with tenants 
to link them to support services to ensure greater 
access to transport. SVDPH will explore 
relationships with local Aged Care and Disability 
Support services to meet Tenants needs.

Table 13 – Annual Tenant Satisfaction Survey – Burraneer

4.10.7 Burraneer (DFSR, 17 July 2020)
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The SVDPH site at Maitland achieved Service Readiness during the operating year. SVDPH 
engaged staff from the local area to manage the services delivered to tenants at the Maitland site. 

Maitland is the smallest SVDPH SAHF site consisting of 17 x Social Housing Tenancies. Maitland is 
a settled block in a quiet community. Tenants have reported high levels of satisfaction with the 
services provided by SVDPH and there have been no significant tenancy issues within this site. 

The Tailored Support Coordination team have facilitated increased tenant engagement via the 
establishment of a Tenant led social committee. The communal space located onsite, provides a 
meeting space to undertake activities. There is also a rooftop area which has promoted movie 
nights and social gatherings amongst Tenants. 

Maitland continues to experience low numbers of Tenant complaints and rent arrears. 

Survey Area Results Comment

Highlights

Overall satisfaction that Support Plan meets the 
Tenants needs 89%

The engagement of local staff to manage 
Tailored Support Coordination and Tenancy 
Management Services at Maitland has enabled 
SVDPH to more easily access existing support 
services networks, which has contributed towards 
appropriately linking Tenants with supports.

Life has improved since living in an Amélie 
Housing home 83%

SVDPH assisted several vulnerable Applicants to 
access Tenancies at Maitland. Many of these 
Tenants have reported the positive impact 
securing a safe and affordable home has had on 
their life overall. 

Areas for improvement 

Safety outside of home meets Tenant need 64%

The SVDPH Maitland site is located next to a 
building that appears to be utilised as a private 
boarding house for tenants returning to society 
after a period of incarceration. The Tenants at 
Maitland have encountered some issues with 
Residents of this neighbouring building. SVDPH 
will continue to work with local Police and 
Council to ensure the safety of SAHF Tenants.

Know how to make a complaint with 
Amélie Housing

50%

SVDPH will promote complaints processes to 
Tenants and will support Tenants to raise 
complaints and feedback to Amélie Housing. 
SVDPH will also encourage Tenants to access the 
online complaints portal on the Amélie Housing 
website.

Table 14 – Annual Tenant Satisfaction Survey – Maitland

4.10.8 Maitland (DFSR, 29 July 2020)
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The SVDPH site at Jordan Springs achieved Service Readiness during the Operating Year. 86% of 
the dwellings at the Jordan Springs site are Affordable Housing tenancies. It was a significant 
undertaking sourcing eligible Affordable Housing Applicants and completing open home 
inspections. 

The COVID-19 restrictions impacted on the efficiency of tenanting particularly during the property 
viewings. Given the high number of Affordable Housing Tenancies at Jordan Springs, a high 
percentage of tenants are employed and engaged in community activities. 

SVDPH has experienced no significant Tenancy Management issues throughout the operating 
year. 

Survey Area Results Comment

Highlights

Satisfaction with how a complaint was 
handled

100%
Tenants at Jordan Springs all felt satisfied with 
the manner way in which complaints have been 
managed by SVDPH.

Know how to make a complaint to Amélie 
Housing

71%

Compared to other SAHF sites, most of the 
Tenants at Jordan Springs reported having 
knowledge of how to raise a complaint with 
SVDPH.

Areas for improvement 

Access to education and training facilities 75%
SVDPH will utilise this feedback to establish 
greater connections to education and training for 
the Tenants at Jordan Springs. 

Know how to appeal a decision made by 
Amélie Housing

21%

The Tenants at Jordan Springs recorded very low 
for this area. Providing information on appeals 
processes will be a key priority for the next 
Operating Year. SVDPH will also ensure Tenants 
have access to Tenants Advocacy Services to 
assist them to navigate the appeals process. 

Table 16 – Annual Tenant Satisfaction Survey – Jordan Springs

4.10.10 Jordan Springs (DFSR, 29 July 2020)
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The SVDPH Katoomba site achieved Services Readiness during the Operating year. The 26 x 
dwellings at Katoomba are targeted at people over the age of 55. 

During the Operating Year, SVDPH experienced one significant tenancy management issue. This 
may have impacted on tenant overall satisfaction and feelings of safety. This matter has since 
been resolved and tenants appear to be enjoying a harmonious community environment in an 
optimal location. Close to shops and the town centre, the Katoomba site is an ideal location for 
people over the age of 55 and people who may be living with disabilities. Having a Tailored 
Support Coordination worker from the local area has ensured responsiveness to Tenant needs 
and links to the local support services network. 

A key priority for the next Operating Year is to increase Tenant engagement with the local Vinnies 
Conference and tap into the great work Conference members do within the local community.

Survey Area Results Comment

Highlights

Overall satisfaction that rights as a Tenant are 
upheld 

95%

SVDPH has made a conscious effort to ensure 
that tenancy breaches are dealt with promptly in 
line with the Residential Tenancies Act (NSW 
2010). .

Overall satisfaction with the services 
provided by Amélie Housing

95%

Overall, Tenants have reported high levels of 
satisfaction with the services that are being 
delivered. SVDPH will aim to continually improve 
its services to Tenants to maintain high levels of 
Tenant satisfaction.

Areas for improvement 

Satisfied with the process to develop a 
support plan

74%

The COVID-19 Pandemic and associated 
restrictions and lockdowns made itf difficult to 
effectively undertake face to face assessments. 
SVDPH will focus on dynamic ways to manage 
assessment processes with Tenants to ensure 
Tenant satisfaction with the support plan process

Portion having their needs assessed in the 
past 12 months

61%

SVDPH undertook all Tenant assessments within 
the timeframes specified in the SAHF Services 
Agreement. SVDPH will ensure tenants have a 
greater understanding of this process and can 
identify support needs, goals and aspirations. 

Table 15 – Annual Tenant Satisfaction Survey – Katoomba

4.10.9 Katoomba (DFSR, 12 August 2020)
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There were no Condition Surveys carried out during the Operating Year. 

The following Condition Survey Schedule is provided as evidence that all Dwellings under the 
Program will be surveyed within the required three Operating Year period. 

All Surveys are undertaken accordance with the Housing Assets Performance Outcomes in the 
National Regulatory Code Evidence Guidelines

Table 17 – SVDPH SAHF Condition Survey schedule 

5. Results of the Condition Survey carried out 
within the operating year

Project
Date for Service 

Readiness

Last Date for 
Condition Survey 

(3 years)

Scheduled Date for 
Condition Survey

Stage 1 - Dubbo 26/09/2018 22/10/2021 14-Sep-21

Stage 5 - Penrith 30/11/2018 29/11/2021 Nov-21

Stage 7 - Olive St, Albury 3/12/2018 2/12/2021 Nov-21

Stage 10 - Campbelltown 28/08/2019 27/08/2022 Aug-22

Stage 8 - Hovell St, Albury 26/02/2020 25/02/2023 Feb-23

Stage 4 - Merrylands 26/02/2020 25/02/2023 Feb-23

Stage 2 - Lilyfield 15/07/2020 14/07 2023 Jun-23

Stage 3 - Burraneer 17/07/2020 16/07/2023 Jul-23

Stage 9 - Jordan Springs 29/07/2020 28/07/2023 Jul-23

Stage 11 - Maitland 29/07/2020 28/07/2023 Jul-23

Stage 6 - Katoomba 12/08/2020 11/08/2023 Aug-23

Stage 12 - Cardiff 27/11/2020 26/11/2023 Nov-23
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OUTCOME 
DOMAIN STABILITY

Outcome Description 1.1 Permanency 

Reporting Period 2020-2021 

Results, achievements 
for the 
Reporting 
Period 

1.1.1 Individuals exit housing positively 
 During the Operating Year 38 Tenants transitioned out of SVDPH SAHF 

tenancies
 Of the 38 Tenants who transitioned out of SVDPH SAHF tenancies, 26 were 

considered positive exits
 Of the 26 positive exits, 9 transitioned due to employment, 8 transitioned for 

family reasons, 4 transitioned due to requiring additional space, 2 moved 
inter-state, 2 transitioned into supported accommodation and 1 transitioned 
due to home ownership.

 Of the 38 Tenants who transitioned out of SVDPH SAHF tenancies, 8 were 
considered negative exits

 Of the 8 negative exits, 3 were abandoned properties, 2 were due to 
incarceration, 1 tenant was evicted due to anti-social behaviour, 1 tenant 
relinquished their tenancy due to maintenance concerns and 1 Tenant exited 
due to dissatisfaction with the service.

 Of the 38 Tenants who transitioned out of SVDPH SAHF tenancies, 4 were 
considered neutral exits. All of the neutral exits were the result of Tenant 
deaths.

1.1.2 Individuals exit into housing sustainably
 1 Tenant returned for Housing Assistance following their departure from the 

program.

1.1.3 Individuals are supported to sustain stable housing that is 
affordable, safe and secure 
 48% (392 tenants) of all people supported by SAHF have sustained their 

Tenancies for 12 months or longer.
 30% (244 tenants) of all people supported by SAHF have sustained their 

Tenancies for 6 months – 12 months.
 87% of Tenants surveyed in the SAHF Annual Tenant Satisfaction Survey 

reported overall satisfaction with Safety and Security within their home 
meeting their needs.

 78% of Tenants surveyed in the SAHF Annual Tenant Satisfaction Survey 
reported overall satisfaction with Safety and Security outside of their home.

1.1.4 Stable housing for individuals who were homeless or at risk of 
homelessness 
 92 out of 100 people that were homeless when entering the program have 

been supported to sustain their Tenancies for 12 months or longer (92%).
 163 of 176 people with a history of homelessness prior to entering the 

program have been supported to sustain Tenancies for 12 months or longer 
(93%).

Individuals are supported to sustain stable housing that 
is affordable, safe and secure



Social drug use quickly turned into a bad habit for a young inner-

city couple. With a second child on the way the relationship was 

breaking down. ‘Mum BM’ and her toddler were couch surfing, 

isolated and at risk. 

With the pregnancy progressing, a decision to make a change led to 

their connection with SAHF and the Tailored Support team. 

Recognising a stable home was the priority, the SAHF team identified 

properties in the Western Sydney catchment close to ‘Mum BM’s’ 

sisters and their children. 

Now settled, ‘Mum BM’s’ focus has been creating a stable home and 

rebuilding familial relationships. Working with her Tailored Support 

Coordinator, she has connected with mental health supports, obtained 

her driver’s license and organised reliable day care for her toddler. 

Regular cousin-time is also part of the weekly routine!  

Her new bub is thriving and she is hoping to complete a TAFE 

qualification later in the year as the first step towards returning to work. 
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Results, 
achievements 
for the 
Reporting 
Period 

1.1.5 Individuals are satisfied with the appropriateness and location of 
their dwelling
 96% of Tenants reported overall satisfaction with access to shops and 

banking facilities.
 93% of Tenants reported overall satisfaction with access to public 

transport.
 96% of Tenants reported overall satisfaction with access to medical 

services and hospitals.
 93% of Tenants reported overall satisfaction with access education 

services and training facilities.
 93% of Tenants reported overall satisfaction with access to employment 

services.
 98% of Tenants reported overall satisfaction with access to childcare 

services.
 97% of Tenants reported overall satisfaction with access parks and 

recreational services.

1.1.6 Individuals are satisfied with the adequacy of dwelling 
modifications and the response to any disability modifications made to 
ServiceCo
 SVDPH delivered 27 disability modifications to Tenants.
 55% of Tenants reported overall satisfaction with the dwelling’s disability 

modifications.
 42% of Tenants reported overall satisfaction with responses to disability 

modification requests.

1.1.7 Individuals do not negatively exit or request transfers as a result 
of dissatisfaction with dwelling features, location or support services
 2 x Tenants who exited their SAHF tenancies during the Operating Year 

exited due to dissatisfaction with services provided by SVDPH.
 Of the 2 x negative exits, 1 Tenant exited due to dissatisfaction with 

services provided by SVDPH and 1 Tenant exited due to dissatisfaction 
with the management of a maintenance issue.

 No SVDPH SAHF Tenants have requested transfers due to dissatisfaction 
with their dwelling or the services provided by SVDPH. 

1.1.8 Individuals are relocated or transferred to a new dwelling located 
in the same LGA or school catchment as previous dwelling
• 1 x Tenant transferred from one SAHF property to another within the 

same LGA (Penrith to Jordan Springs).

1.1.9 Avoidance of under-occupancy and overcrowding 
 No SAHF Tenancies are considered under-occupied.
 4 x SAHF Tenancies are considered overcrowded/partly overcrowded. 

1 x Albury, 1 x Merrylands & 2 x Campbelltown.

Future Performance 

 Continued focus on supporting people with histories of homelessness to 
sustain tenancies via the provision of a holistic housing support model 
that is led by the Tailored Support Coordination Team.

 Explore opportunities to engage with registered training organisations 
and employment services to support tenants positive transition from 
Social Housing to Affordable Housing and Affordable Housing to private 
accommodation.

 Refine the Disability Modifications request process to improve  enquiry 
responsiveness, the quality and specificity of Disability Modifications.

Outstanding Issues Proposed Solutions/actions to rectify 

NIL 
NIL

1.1 Permanency, continued



OUTCOME 
DOMAIN STABILITY

Outcome Description 1.2 Support Services 

Reporting Period 2020-2021 

Results, achievements 
for the 
Reporting 
Period 

1.2.1 Individuals report the support services the currently access meet 
their needs 
 77% of Tenants reported overall satisfaction that the support services they 

currently access meet their needs.

1.2.2 Individuals are satisfied with ServiceCo’s performance facilitating 
access to support services
 76% of Tenants reported overall satisfaction that referrals were made to 

suitable support services.
 79% of Tenants reported overall satisfaction with the process to develop a 

Support Plan.
 78% of Tenants reported overall satisfaction with the process of periodic 

review of Support Plan.

Future Performance 

 Depending on COVID-19 restrictions, the Tailored Support Coordination 
team will focus on undertaking increased face to face assessments and 
Support Plan reviews.

 SVDPH will focus on stakeholder engagement within local communities to 
develop formal and informal partnerships with support services to increase 
referral efficiency and tailor supports to meet diverse Tenant needs. 

Individuals are supported to sustain stable housing that 
is affordable, safe and secure

Outstanding Issues Proposed Solutions/actions to rectify 

The survey questions relating to Support Plans 
utilised in the SAHF Annual Tenant Satisfaction 
Survey may have been misleading to Tenants 
as the questions referred to Amélie Housing 
instead of St Vincent de Paul NSW.

Liaise with DCJ to change the wording of these 
questions in the SVDPH SAHF Annual Tenant 
Satisfaction Survey to provide greater clarity 
to Tenants.



“Once my wife passed away, I knew I 

had to move. The house was too big, I 

was constantly struggling with 

maintenance and upkeep and I am not 

getting any younger”. 

For ‘Retiree W’, the villa was an answer to 

his prayers. He was the first tenant in the 

complex, arriving even before the site was 

actually opened and at 90-years young it 

was a relief to unpack and put his feet up. 

Designed for over-55s who might otherwise 

struggle to find quality affordable housing, 

the Housing Team have focused on creating 

a positive community. The development 

meets the Silver level standard for 

accessibility and includes eight villas 

specifically catering to tenants with 

disabilities. 

The team spent time ensuring they 

attracted a mix of motivated residents 

looking for independent living aided by 

tailored support programming. The 

structured support plans reflect the age of 

the tenants. They include physical and 

mental health goals, advocacy and 

supported opportunities to work through 

challenges. 

‘Retiree W’ tends to a thriving garden, 

instigates outings and day trips and is keen 

to get a regular card game up! He has 

made many new friends who share many 

common interests. He says he feels at 

home.. “it is like a big family”. Well 

supported and well loved, ‘Retiree W’ is 

active and engaged and has plenty to look 

forward to. He is living well and like his 

garden - thriving!

OUTCOME
SUPPORT SERVICES



OUTCOME 
DOMAIN STABILITY

Outcome Description 1.3 Social Wellbeing

Reporting Period 2020-2021 

Results, achievements 
for the 
Reporting 
Period 

1.3.1 Individuals have strong support networks 
 94% of Tenants surveyed in the SVDPH SAHF Annual Tenant Satisfaction 

Survey reported overall satisfaction that access to community and support 
services meets needs.

1.3.2 Individuals participate in community activities
 64% of Tenants surveyed in the SVDPH SAHF Annual Tenant Satisfaction 

Survey reported overall satisfaction that they had opportunities to participate 
in community activities.

 The average PWI score of all Tenants surveyed in the SVDPH SAHF Annual 
Tenant Satisfaction Survey for the question relating to feeling part of the 
community was 7 out of 10.

Future Performance 

 SVDPH will focus on increasing the frequency of Tenant engagement 
meetings held at SAHF sites.

 SVDPH will promote the use of communal areas to external services and 
community groups to create greater access to support networks for Tenants.

 SVDPH will continue to strengthen engagement with local Vinnies 
Conferences to link Tenants with community networks. 

I feel at home, its like a big family…

Outstanding Issues Proposed Solutions/actions to rectify 

 The COVID-19 pandemic had a significant impact 
on the ability of SVDPH to undertake group 
activities with Tenants.

 The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in many 
support services being reluctant to undertake 
face to face activities with Tenants during the 
Operating Year.

 The COVID-19 pandemic contributed towards 
several community activities led by SVDPH being 
cancelled due to Public Health restrictions.

 Increased Tenant Engagement meetings.

 Increased engagement 



When the company he had worked as a labourer 

with since school days went into receivership, they 

couldn’t meet the rent. His wife took the kids and 

went to live with her parents. 

His next job as a self employed delivery driver was short 

lived when he got hit by a car. Uninsured, trying to 

manage a significant leg injury, with no income and no 

prospects, ‘Dad MT’ couldn’t believe how quickly his 

life had unravelled. 

After so many years as a successful partner, father and 

provider ‘Dad MT’ couldn’t believe this was happening. 

With no home, relying on friends for a bed, ‘Dad MT’ 

lost touch with his kids and his elderly father.  Drinking 

became part of ‘pain management’ and poor lifestyle 

choices impacted his mental and physical health.

In despair, ‘Dad MT’ joined a recovery program with a 

homelessness case worker. Over several months he 

successfully took the steps towards healthy living and 

was linked into the Tailored Support Team and the 

SAHF program to plan next steps. 

Now an eligible tenant, ‘Dad MT’ was relieved and 

delighted when he was allocated a unit in the brand new 

complex.

Through the support team, he has started studying for a 

Cert III in horticulture and is picking up gardening jobs. 

While the injuries are permanent and his working day is 

limited, ‘Dad MT’ loves working outdoors, even when it 

rains.  

Income from his jobs means he can contribute 

something to his family and his kids are happy to come 

and visit in his new apartment. 

His balcony garden is thriving with herbs and a small 

veggie plot. Having re-established a connection, he now 

shares the produce with his father and is now one of the 

main contributors to the community garden space. He is 

looking into a beehive and producing honey. Life is 

more peaceful and he is optimistic about the future. 

Looking ahead, ‘Dad MT’ hopes to stabilise his income 

and move to a family home where the children can have 

a room of their own. 

Giving the 
children a room 
of their own 

OUTCOME
LEARNING & EDUCATION



OUTCOME 
DOMAIN STABILITY

Outcome Description 1.4 Physical Wellbeing

Reporting Period 2020-2021 

Results, achievements 
for the 
Reporting 
Period 

1.4.1 Individuals feel safe and secure in their homes and in the community 
 87% of Tenants surveyed in the SVDPH SAHF Annual Tenant Satisfaction 

Survey reported overall satisfaction that safety and security within the home 
meets their needs.

 78% of Tenants surveyed in the SAHF Annual Tenant Satisfaction Survey 
reported overall satisfaction with Safety and Security outside of their home.

 The average PWI score of all Tenants surveyed in the SVDPH SAHF Annual 
Tenant Satisfaction Survey for the question relating to “how safe you feel” 
was 7.9 out of 10.

1.4.2 Individuals do not experience violence and antisocial behaviour 
(especially school aged children or young people who may be at risk of 
significant harm)
 1 x Tenant was evicted from their tenancy due to ongoing significant 

breaches of the Residential Tenancies Act.
 During the operating year, SAHF staff completed 15 x Child Protection 

reports.
 During the operating year, SAHF staff lodged 14 x Critical Incidents. Of these 

14 x Critical Incidents, 5 x were related to domestic and family violence.

Future Performance 

 SVDPH has engaged in a memorandum of understanding with NSW Police 
that allows the sharing of information relating to SAHF properties. SVDPH 
will continue to utilise this to deal with illegal activity and significant anti-
social behaviour.

 The operational team will engage in ongoing training and professional 
development relating to Child Safety and Domestic Violence.

 SVDPH will continue to utilise the Safeguarding Team protocol to report and 
manage child protection concerns.

 SVDPH will liaise with DCJ to fulfill mandatory reporting obligations.
 SVDPH will seek feedback from Tenants regarding proposed strategies to 

improve the sense of safety and security within SAHF complexes.

Individuals are supported to sustain stable housing that 
is affordable, safe and secure

Outstanding Issues Proposed Solutions/actions to rectify 

NIL NIL 
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Once upon a time they were saving up for a new car, were settled in good 

jobs and lived in a nice flat with their two Peach Faced Love birds. A 

significant change in health circumstances forced their relocation to access reliable 

health care in Sydney. Financial stress bought on by the cost of city living soon had 

them facing a choice between health care or rent. 

With no way of maintaining a rental, the couple had periods staying in cheap 

motels, caravan parks and a tent. As the health issues became more complex, the 

health service introduced ‘Couple S’ to the Tailored Support Team and were later 

identified as eligible to enter the SAHF program. 

Over the past 12 months, the health issues he has suffered have stabilised. As his 

primary carer, she is working on rebuilding their happy home, rather than finding a 

bed for the night. Their affection and commitment is obvious and now they ‘share 

the love’ around the SAHF community they live in. Each month they prepare a BBQ 

lunch in the community space where everyone is welcome. They are often helping 

out the ‘oldies’ who are struggling with shopping and simple chores. They 

remember to turn off the sprinklers and shut the doors, it’s the many little things 

they do that make a difference to the positive functioning of this community.



OUTCOME 
DOMAIN ECONOMIC STABILITY 

Outcome Description 2.1 Economic 

Reporting Period 2020-2021 

Results, achievements 
for the 
Reporting 
Period 

2.1.1 Individuals in, or seeking employment, have higher median weekly 
income 
 The median rent of SAHF households where at least one member of the 

household earns wages is higher than the median rent of SAHF households 
that have no members earning wages.

2.1.2 Unemployed or underemployed individuals achieve a Partial or 
Pathway Employment Outcome or Full Employment outcome
 98 x SAHF Tenants during their Initial Assessment with Tailored Support 

Coordination identified as unemployed or underemployed
 Of the 98 x Tenants who identified as unemployed during their Initial 

Assessment, 10 x Tenants have since achieved part-time employment or full-
time employment.

2.1.3 Unemployed or underemployed individuals are actively seeking work 
and meet any employment services mutual obligation requirements 

 54 x SAHF Tenants identified as unemployed or underemployed. 
 Of the 54 x Tenants who identified as unemployed or underemployed, 17 x 

Tenants (31%) have identified that their main goal is to find or continue 
employment. 

2.1.4 Individuals are able to manage their finances in a way that avoids 
rental arrears d
 Of the 502 x SVDPH SAHF Tenancies, 79 x Tenancies (15%) are currently 

experiencing rent arrears.

Future Performance 

 Reduce rent arrears amongst SAHF Tenants by utilising robust rent arrears 
management processes and supporting Tenants to manage their finances 

 Support Tenants to access employment services to improve their economic 
independence

 Focus on supporting Tenants who are employed to sustain their employment

Outstanding Issues Proposed Solutions/actions to rectify 

High number of SVDPH SAHF Tenancies are 
experiencing rent and other forms of arrears. 

Tenancy Management and Tailored Support 
personnel to work with tenants with arrears to set up 
arrear payment plans and provide ongoing support 
to avoid further arrears.



By the time she was 20, ‘Young Mum C’ had seen a lot of life 

already. Having escaped a violent relationship, she was alone, 

pregnant and caring for a toddler. 

With significant debt and a dire rental history, she was facing eviction 

and homelessness and was ultimately bankrupted. 

Through the support and advocacy of the local Vinnies Conference, she 

was introduced to the SAHF team who were able to help her establish a 

tenancy, stabilise and find learning support for her older child. 

Resources such as the No Interest Loan Scheme means her poor 

financial record does not get in the way of her purchasing key 

household white goods or other household essentials.

The relationships she has built with her Vinnies Conference members 

meant she was not alone when her second child arrived. 

The family have regular ‘Conference aunties and uncles’ dropping in to 

check in and lend a hand when needed. 

While living well, feeling secure and motherhood second time round are 

her priorities, her Tailored Support team are supporting her enquiries 

into courses that will ensure she is re-skilled and ready to work. 
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Permanency, stability and economic 
independence for a determined 
single mum



OUTCOME 
DOMAIN ECONOMIC STABILITY 

Outcome Description 2.2 Learning and Education 

Reporting Period 2020-2021 

Results, achievements 
for the 
Reporting 
Period 

2.2.1 Improved education outcomes of school agreed children and young 
people
 SVDPH does not have access to the NAPLAN results of children residing in 

SAHF properties

2.2.2 School aged children and young people are enrolled in and 
satisfactorily attend school 
 There are 47 x school aged children (7-16 years of age) within the SAHF 

program
 38 x  of the 47 x school aged children are listed as enrolled in school 

2.2.3 School aged children and young people complete Year 10 and go on 
to complete Year 12
 There are 14 x school aged children (17-19 years of age) within the SVDPH 

SAHF Program
 Of the 14 x school aged children (17-19 years of age), 3 x identified as 

continuing to study in school.
2.2.4 Individuals enrol in further education or training (including university, 
TAFE, vocational training, or equivalents)
 Of the 783 x active SAHF Tenants, 66 x have enrolled in study types (training, 

university, vocational training, TAFE).
2.2.5 Individuals complete further education or training (including 
university, TAFE, vocational training, or equivalents)
 Of the 783 x active SAHF Tenants, 148 x have identified having a goal of 

TAFE/Vocational course or University completion or enrolment.
 Of the 148 x Tenants who have identified having a goal of TAFE/Vocational 

course or University completion, 2 x have successfully completed a 
TAFE/Vocational course or University course.

Future Performance 

Engage with youth training and employment organisation to support Young 
People to gain employment and education opportunities.

Explore opportunities to partner with registered training organisations and 
TAFE to link Tenants with employability skills.

Outstanding Issues Proposed Solutions/actions to rectify 

SVDPH currently does not have access to the 
NAPLAN results of children who are housed within 
the SAHF program.

Work with DCJ to review reporting options on 
measuring education outcomes. 
Have greater focus on supporting tenants to upskill 
and gain employment, training, and education 
opportunities..



At 40, working full time in a legal administrator role, ‘Mum, JS’ was 

busy caring for three young children, one with significant learning 

issues. When her husband walked away, everything fell apart.

Struggling to find suitable rental accommodation on a low to moderate 

income and with no resolution in sight, the local Vinnies Conference 

connected her with the SAHF team. Meeting the eligibility criteria, she 

visited the brand new development and was overjoyed. 

The local area is green, there are lakes and walking tracks. Her children 

have access to good schools they are part of a vibrant, family friendly 

community.  The SAHF program team and her Tailored Support 

Coordinator assisted in getting her child the learning support needed, 

they are now engaged and progressing through the primary school years. 

With a secure home, support from her Housing Officer and Tailored 

Support team ‘Mum JS’, has begun to look forward once again. 

Last year, ‘Mum, JS’ began pursuing the dream she put on hold when 

children came along.  She has re-enrolled and is working to complete a 

legal qualification and sit the professional exams. 

‘Mum, JS’ aims to step into a professional role in the legal sector, 

transition out of the program and live independently. 

Security, support, education and 
a vision bring hope for a brighter 
future
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After a busy life in the construction sector, 

‘Retiree SS’ succumbed to illness and 

mobility challenges that resulted in a 

forced retirement. Confined to a wheelchair, 

his wife in a dementia care facility across 

town, ‘Retiree SS’ became largely house 

bound. Diminished independence meant he 

was reliant on the internet to stay connected 

and his previously busy life became 

increasingly lonely and he was  experiencing 

depression.  

Later his retirement village was due to close,

and a SAHF Tailored Support Coordinator 

worked with him to locate alternate 

accommodation in the SVDPH SAHF 

program. Inspecting the newly completed 

property in the Sutherland Shire close to 

where he had grown up, he immediately felt 

an affinity with the location overlooking the 

bay. 

The brand new unit is light and bright and 

the ground floor location perfect for his 

needs. With a great patio space, he can easily 

spend time outdoors, tending pot plants and 

checking in with neighbours and visitors as 

they pass by.

Independent, 
connected and 
part of lively 
community

‘Retiree SS’ is reinvigorated. He is an enthusiastic 

participant in the lively community lunches and 

the instigator of social occasions like card nights 

and bingo. He has rediscovered his love of life. 

With continuing health challenges, he is 

reassured by the support offered by the Housing 

team. Occupational therapy assessments have 

been completed and shower access and safety 

rails could be installed in the bathroom. 

With indigenous heritage, he has linked in with 

local Aboriginal support services who assist with 

chores like 

shopping 

as well as 

facilitating 

regular 

visits  to 

see his 

wife and 

opportunities 

for cultural 

reconnection. 

‘Retiree SS’ has reclaimed his independence, 

built new relationships and is positively 

contributing to the Sutherland community.  
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OUTCOME 
DOMAIN ECONOMIC STABILITY 

Outcome Description 2.3 Personal Wellbeing

Reporting Period 2020-2021 

Results, achievements 
for the 
Reporting 
Period 

2.3.1 Individuals progress towards a positive outlook on life

• 83% of Tenants surveyed in the SVDPH SAHF Annual Tenant Satisfaction 
Survey reported overall satisfaction with their outlook on life.

2.3.2 Individuals progress towards choosing how they live their lives

• 90% of Tenants surveyed in the SVDPH SAHF Annual Tenant Satisfaction 
Survey reported overall satisfaction with how they choose to live their lives.

2.3.3 Individuals progress towards having comfort about the balance 
between what they do for themselves and what they rely on other for 

• 84% of Tenants surveyed in the SVDPH SAHF Annual Tenant Satisfaction 
Survey reported feeling comfortable about the balance between what they 
do for themselves and what they rely on others for.

Future Performance 
Continue to provide support to Tenants to promote a positive outlook on life via 
connections to community groups, mental health services and activities that will 
increase a Tenant’s sense of wellbeing.

Outstanding Issues Proposed Solutions/actions to rectify 

NIL NIL

Working with her Tailored Support Coordinator, she has 
connected with mental health supports, obtained her 
driver’s license and organised reliable day care for her 
toddler. 98% of Tenants surveyed reported being satisfied 
with access to childcare services 

98%





I couldn’t 
believe
it, a brand 
new unit 
all to myself



Welcomes, 
blessings and 
acknowledgments 
Celebrating our program 
milestones 





David Melocco of Melocco & Moore Architects, 

designers of St Vincent de Paul Housing communities 

in Albury and Katoomba is an experienced 

community housing Architect whose designs 

promote inclusiveness, community connection and 

efficient operations. “We know that good architecture 

improves our way of life” says David. The Melocco team 

are conscious of the negative effects of isolation and in 

community projects look to maximise opportunities for 

incidental connections between residents as they go 

about their daily lives. 

SVDPH and the Architect team take time to imagine the 

‘lives’ that will go on in the buildings they are drawing on 

the page. “We pay attention to the building’s entry 

sequence, creating spaces where people can 

congregate comfortably, catching their breath as they 

arrive home with shopping, escape the weather or 

search for keys. Courtyards and green space are often a 

feature of this ‘arrival’ space, where conversations 

between neighbours can flourish and be continued on a 

nearby bench if time permits.” 

Once inside, residents experience light, bright and well 

insulated homes, making the best use of winter sun, 

while limiting the impact of summer heat. 

Attention to the effects of climate makes life more 

comfortable for residents and ensures heating and 

cooling costs are kept as low as possible. 

Good design and a partnership 
approach

Other considerations include ease of movement 

between living spaces through wider doorways that 

cater for wheelchairs along with convenient bench 

heights, incorporated as standard features. Such 

inclusions mean these homes cater for the needs 

of just about everyone. 

Outcomes

The thoughtful attention to detail inherent in these 

developments dovetail with the SAHF aim to deliver 

good design, safety and accessibility. By linking those in 

need to appropriately designed, aesthetically inviting, 

well maintained environments and connecting residents 

to support services that cater to individual need, SVDPH 

and their partners supports the homeless and 

disadvantaged to improve their lives. 

Innovation is a feature of SAHF programming from 

design through to the delivery of tenant support. 

Effective solutions contribute to well functioning, 

flourishing communities and support the broader SVDPH 

vision to be a leader, advocating justice and equity in 

housing markets. 

Interested in doing good works? Partner with SVDPH 

and bring innovative housing to life in your community.  

We work with government, charitable institutions and 

parishes looking to build hope through housing. 

Read more about Melocco & Moore Architects here

https://www.meloccomoore.com.au



There were a lot of sleepless 
nights before we moved, 
but it was the start of our 
recovery..



GOVERNANCE
TRANSPARENCY & EFFICACY

St Vincent de Paul Housing Board
L to R: Denis Walsh, John Kell, Ray Reynolds, 



St Vincent de Paul Housing Board
L to R: Digby Hughes, Anne Stanfield, Tony Aduckiewicz Absent: Cliff Haynes



Initial Contact
The Tailored Support 
Coordinator will reach 

out within the first 
week of the tenant 

taking possession to 
introduce themselves 
and set a time/date to 
complete the Tenant 
Needs Assessment. 

Tenant Needs 
Assessment 

The Tailored Support 
Coordinator will meet 

with the tenant to 
complete the Tenant 
Needs Assessment 

within the first 6 weeks 
to address support 

needs.

Tenant Support 
Services Plan

The Tailored Support 
Coordinator meets the 
tenant to complete a 

Tenant Support 
Services Plan within the 
first 12 weeks to assess 
the needs and goals, 

measure PWI -
Personal Wellbeing 

Index

Ongoing 
Support/Engagement 
The Tailored Support 
Coordinator will reach 
out to each tenant on a 
monthly basis to check 
in on goals/needs and 

to provide any on-hand 
assistance as per 

necessary.

Service Model

Key People 

MALCOLM 
PICKEN 

SAHF Program 
Manager

Amélie Housing 

JAMES 
NEWELL 

Manager – SAHF 
Program

Tailored Support 
St Vincent De 
Paul Housing 

ARTHUR 
CHAPMAN

SAHF Contract 
Representative 

St Vincent De 
Paul Housing

BRIAN
MURNANE

Chief Executive 
Officer 

St Vincent De 
Paul Housing

LEO
TUCKER 

Executive 
Director 

Mission & 
Spirituality

62



.. A tent is not a home



Acknowledgement of Country
St Vincent de Paul Housing acknowledges Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander peoples, as the Traditional 
Custodians of this land, with deep respect. 

May Elders, past and present, be blessed and honoured. 
May we join together and build a future based on 
compassion, justice, hope, faith, and reconciliation.



Commitment to 
Diversity 
St Vincent de Paul Housing supports 
equality, embrace diversity and 
condemn any kind of discrimination. 

St Vincent de Paul Housing supports 
all people regardless of race, religion, 
ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender 
identity or disability.



Charity is 
certainly greater 
than any rule. 
Moreover, all 
rules must lead 
to charity
St Vincent de Paul 



St Vincent de Paul Housing 
acknowledges the Department of 
Communities & Justice who administer 
the Social and Affordable Housing Fund, 
a key initiative of the Future Directions of 
Social Housing program which will 
deliver more than 3,400 new homes 
across NSW.

Our joint commitment has resulted in the 
development of modern, fit-for-purpose 
housing, close to vital services like 
schools, shops, medical services, public 
spaces and transport links.

Our homes are integrated and designed 
to strengthen communities. 

Our residents are well supported 
through a range of wrap around services 
that ensure stable tenancies and better 
outcomes for residents and neighbours.

FIND OUT MORE:

dcj.nsw.gov.au
Améliehousing.org.au



Charles O’Neill State Support Office
2C West Street
Lewisham NSW 2049
PO Box 5
Petersham NSW 2049

Telephone: (02) 9568 0298
Email: svdphousing@vinnies.org.au

ABN 41 158 167 483
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